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NOTES – write down your thoughts and ideas! We listen!
Lots of inspiriation from the R&D department
TEMOCO AS provides innovative, efficient, memorable solutions for the service industry.
Our know-how and understanding the user combined with technical solutions is a must for
a complete project. We speak the same language as the owner, architect, and craftsmen, to
secure a safe solution.

.
Whatever concept you choose - we provide the products to give you payback on your
investments. Efficiency and rationality are the key words.

FlashBar - FlashCool - StarBar - Tarantella - CoolDisplay
Visit us at: www.temoco.no

NOTES

HISTORY
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Clean steel - a serious matter!

Recycling - the better way

16 super-container ships pollute the same as
all the cars in the world annually.

Our products contain 87% recycled material, cleaning up and reducing
harmful mining.

5 x lower production emissions and short travelled!

Already in 2007 we launched our green campaign towards our suppliers, demanding recyclable materials, and less plastic.
Since then the focus on a greener world has increased drastically.
We also keep our focus on production pollution, fair wages, health and security for the workers.

The only way to lower the vast pollution from these metals is buying locally

We are proud to announce that our stainless steel furniture has the highest grade of recycled material in the industry, helping us clean up
some of the world’s scrap metal. The different metals are mined in Scandinavia or bought from mining industry.

- The emmissions from the transport overseas is enormous
- 16 super-container ships pollute the same as all the cars in
the world annually.

Producing metal is one of the worst pollution acts globally – making the use of recycled materials and production close to the end user
essential to lower the carbon footprint.

- Recycling cleans up the globe and reduces damages from
the dirty mine industry.

Our furniture has 5 times lower emission than our competitors, and is produced in a safe environment, with renewable power resources.

We are the only company doing this in our industry – the choice is yours!

The distance between the steel plant and the manufacturing sites is
never more than 1000 km – Keep it short travelled by train or low
emission trucks in the Nordic countries!
GREENER

CLEANER
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For the professional bartender

STANDARD MODULES
Code
FCK

Width
550

Worktop Unit With Space For 3 x 50 x 50cm Glass Baskets

Complete your installation with extra legs.
Each module is delivered with one set of B-130 legs.

FCK/T

550

Worktop Unita With Space For 3 x 50 x 50cm Glass Baskets
With Telescopic Slides

FCT

FCC/C

500

1400

Till Unit With Cash Drawer Shelf, Cable Hole, Lower Shelf

As the system allows you to use one set of legs between
the modules requiring:
1 x B130 on the last module to support the installation
1 x B130 set of legs if you use a bridge.

Coffee Unit With Sink, Knock-Box, Holes for Water and
Power. Fits Most 2Group Machines and Grinders.

FCB

100
2000

Bridging Unit for Mounting Between
Modules. Re-inforced With Composite or SS Frame.
Made to Measure Between 100 - 2000 mm

- 10 days delivery time*

FCW

- FlashBar© is a genius system at an affordable price.
- All modules have 100 mm free space in the back for pipes, pythons etc.
This back area is easy accessible for service and cleaning through openings in the back wall.
- Very simple assembly - save time and money! All front access.
- Complete drawings in any format and product documentation required by law.
- Developed and manufactured in Norway in co-operation with leading designers and bartenders in a span of 25 years assures
the highest quality in product, user friendliness and stability in research and development.
- Modularity gives you the the perfect bar that easily adapts to new trends and upgrades.
PRECISION

400

Worktop Unit With Two Undershelves

500

Supported by Composite or SS Frame

600
700
800
900
1000

FCS

280

Garbage Trolley For Standard 60 Liter Rectangular Plastic
Bin Place Under Bridge Minimum 300 wide

MODULAR
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COCKTAIL MODULES
Code
FCI

BEER MODULES

Width
400
600

Code Width
Ice Chest With Integrated
Double Speed Rail and Lower Shelves
Insulated Drained Well ith Separate Rooms
Crushed Ice - Cubes and Pouring Bottles

800

FCM

FCD

FCP

FCD

250

Blender Unit With Lowered Front and Sink
The 250 Wide Must be Placed Between Two Modules

400
600

Holes for cables and mixer tap

400
600
800
1000

400
600

500

FCBS

500
700
1000

Drained Perforated Worktops
Glass Rinser, SS Tubes for Pythons

FCU

500

Drained Perforated Worktops with
extractable cover for pythons

FCR

500

Drained Perforated Worktops
Faucet Assembled in Worktop

All modules have 100 mm free
space in the back for pipes,
pythons etc. This back area is
easily accessible for service and
cleaning through openings in
the back wall

Bottle Display Unit

DROP INS
FCIB

600

Ice Well Drops Into existing 		
worktops

WS

2734

Drop-In for corner units,
worktops etc

DT

500
750
1000

Drip tray

Worktop, Drained Perforated Top, Integrated
Glass Rinser and Cutting Board

Shaker Unit with Angled Sink, Spray Rinser,
Drying Shelf, Front Garbage Slot in front
Retractable Door

For Assembly Adjacent or
embedded In Serving Counter
Depth 120 mm Height 30 mm
Other Dimensions on Request

FlashBar® is Shipped with
Accurate Drawings and
3D Visualizations

We have 3D models of our modules
for easy set up of your new bar.
We make holes for cables,
pipes and pythons where
you want them.
Specify it on the order!

Brass or copper tray shelves

MODULARITY

TECHNICAL DATA
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Delivery within 10 days!*

We have trained assembly crews
ready to support you!

You can have a professional setup in no time!

20-Year Warranty
on FlashBar
see conditions on
www.flashbar.no

FCI 600

Ice Chest Chest

FCM 400

Sink/Blender Unit

FCK 550

Basket Rack Unit

FCT 500

Till/Cash drawer Unit

FCW 400/600 Worktop Unit
FCD 500

Shaker Unit
FCDS 700

Drained Worktop With Rinsers

You can easily assemble FlashBar yourself.
Instructions in several languages are found online - www.flashbar.no

* 10 Working days manufacturing time, plus transportation from the factory

PRECISION

SOLUTIONS
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Flush assembly

Cooling
FlashBar can be delivered without splashback
for flush assembly like a speakeasy bar!

VK20/20 cooler/freezer for drop in.
Size: 501 x 373 x 475mm ( 480 x 350mm cut out )
Capacity: 12 Bottles

Hoshizaki Icemakers for Front Bar Assembly
IM-45CNE-HC Icemaker With Bin
Hydro Carbon Fueled - Zero Emmisions

Serving trolleys are back!
Bring your best products directly to the guest! Cocktails – wine – cheese – desserts will increase in sales and guest satisfaction too…

Size: 633 x 511 x 690mm WxDxH
Capacity 24 hrs: 40 kg
Bin Size: 15 kg
Cube size: 28 x 28 x 32mm

IM-100CNE-HC Icemaker With Bin
Hydro Carbon Fueled - Zero Emmisions
Size: 1004 x 600 x 800mm WxDxH
Capacity 24 hrs: 105 kg
Bin Size: 38 kg
Cube Size: 28 x 28 x 32mm

Digital Thermometer and
Chilling-Pack included

Champagne Trolley
ICEMAKERS

Cocktail Trolley

Wine Trolley
TROLLEYS

TEMOCO

Bars for the Stars!

Bars for the stars of the business who know their trade, botanicals, taste and craft
- who settle for nothing less than the best - StarBar!
StarBar demands time and planning - like tuning a racing car, customized for your
skills and purposes. It requires a combination of careful engineering in hand made
stainless steel.
The process usually starts with an idea - a wish to outclass and show others how it can
be done - to inspire the next generation and create more aficionados.
Please your guests by serving the best cocktials fast, from your chosen spirits,
liqueurs, juices, and fruit.
Clean glasses, the right ice cubes, clean utensils and overall quality in presentation
mixed with the best work space - StarBar.
Cocktails on tap for high volume output we provide integrated systems in an early stage of the process.

CUSTOM MADE

CUSTOM MADE

TEMOCO

The groundbreaking model «Sexy Beast» choose between strong modular or sleek one
piece totally welded!

Combine bar and buffét in a single piece - let your guests
mingle freely around this outstanding furniture.
Choose between different finishes: Brass, Copper, Steel,
and different RAL Colors.

CUSTOM MADE

METAL FINISH

TEMOCO

Clients

Choose right utensils for
your bar, we have advice.
Our clients come in all sizes and categories, from small independent
ground breaking places, to world class bars and rigid hotel and restaurant chains!
They all want the same, a reliable supplier with high quality
sustainable products where the thinking is outside the box, and into
the future.

COLOURS

CRAFTMANSHIP

TEMOCO

Examples of 3D modulations

Ice well

Bottle Coolers
410mm

FlashCool is a 410 or 540 mm wide modular system for
cold beverages display.

Free standing freezing and cooling Cabinets

Tap
Machine unit with interface
Cools 4 x 540 mm cabinets.

Drip tray
Bar
X/MU

Choose between solid or glass doors, solid drawers or
drawers with glass front.
Available in stainless steel or anthracite finish.
Normal or Color LED lighting, also available for remote
condensers.

540mm
Glass drawer unit

Ice well
X/3DG41

X/3DG54

Solid door unit

Refrigerator

Freezer
Ice chest with
speed rail
Bottle display

X/3DC41

X/3DA54

Glass door unit

Each StarBar is uniquely branded with build-number and year of production
BAR CHOICES

X/2LG41

X/2LG54

COOLERS
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Ready-to-use coolers

Show your merchandise in our highly efficient drawers with glass
fronts. Multi colored LED light enhances the products.

Designed and manufactured by our leading team of engineers,
the E3 offers you exceptional storage capacity and outstanding performance.
E3 / 2 doors: 1.434mm width. Bottle Capacity: 344 / 33cl
E3 / 3 doors: 1.988mm width. Bottle Capacity: 531 / 33cl
E3 / 4 doors: 2.542mm width. Bottle Capacity: 722 / 33cl
Depth 520 mm, height 880 mm
Choose between glass doors, solid doors or drawers
Antracite or stainless steel finish
The two-drawer module holds 98 bottles / 33cl
• Hydrocarbon R600A refrigerant (R134a on request)
• Fastest pull down in its field, at an affordable price
• A flexible modern design which can include versatile solid drawers
• Glass doors with LED lighting, for fantastic product presentation
• Revolutionary low power usage
• Largest storage capacity in its field
• The same quick delivery times

Choose between glass doors,
solid doors or drawers in the
same cabinet

BOTTLE COOLERS

GREEN ENERGY

TEMOCO

Outside

Backbar functions with dishwasher, ice maker, sinks,
ample cold storage. lights and locks.
Frontbar with ice bin, bottle racks, coolers,
beer taps, ventilation and built in fuse cabinet.

When winter looses its cold grip, Scandinavians leave their cozy fire places to sit outside in the sun, to enjoy cold beverages. The season is prolonged by wind stoppers,
parasols, and heat sources.
By moving service outside close to the guest you will definitely increase your sales.
Functional and practical equipment to withstand weather and wind will ensure your
investment - year after year!

Meet the guest
OUTSIDE

INSPIRATION
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Bring the beverages to your guest

Portable bars for all occasions!
From convention center to small restaurants, or even at home!

Stack up for the big events!

Different finish, materials and colours on demand.
Free standing or modular.

Stow-away, folding portable bar

Occupies minimum storage space, safely covered with padded canvas bag

PORTABLE BARS

INSPIRATION
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Brilliant display

Use your space!

COOLING FURNITURE
Display with temperature controlled environment is an art. Different beverages require different
temperatures and humidity. Displays with large glass sides are particularly vulnerable.
Low temperatures and high humidity can easily give moist windows and a high grade of condensation - resulting in damages to floor, roof and walls surrounding the installation. We can make cabinets to size and with steady temperatures.
Choose between different metal finishes or any given color powder coated to fit your design.

Sell more and keep the attraction of your guests.

SURFACES

USE YOUR SPACE

TEMOCO

Wine and beverage display

Space saving cabinets with reasonable delivery time. Doors on both sides available, and powder
coated finish to your choice.
Standard is stainless steel hairline finish, color finishes add delivery time. Two separate chambers
with individual temperature control, warm LED light - 2700K on dimmer.
Choose: shelving with standing, laying, or tilted bottles. Two different heights 2200 or 2600 mm.
.

Standard Cabinet
Additional Models and Colors Upon Request

Tall Cabinets with Library Ladders

Combine your interior with display and storage of wine or other beverages!
Choose between different colors, lights and design to fit your interior plan

Single Closet - Capacity: 128 / 160 Bottles
825 x 500 x 2200/2600mm
Double Closet - Capactiy: 256 / 320 Bottles
1550 x 500 x 2200/2600mm

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Although the cooling machine is quiet, acoustic phenomena may occur depending on location, floor-to-ceiling height, reflections from nearby surfaces,
and so on. The noise indication is measured based on optimal conditions. All capacities for the number of bottles are standing bottles, statistically
calculated. Different types of bottles and other static conditions can create strong variations in capacities.
ILLUMINATION

COLOURS
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Illuminated!

We have cabinet displays for different foodstuffs and their physical or chemical development.
Maturation of meat, cheese, or other delicacies can be done in a controlled environment.
Move your quality food from the back room corner and into the sight of your guest. Guests appreciate the displays for viewing the process.

ENERGY SAVED

DRY AGE
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Brera displays
Meat maturation displays ideal for all types of premises, compact sizing, and elegant design.
Thanks to the “dry-aging” traditional process it is possible to store meat cuts in an ambiance where
temperature, humidity, and ventilation are controlled in order to obtain a soft meat, with a strong
flavor. Furthermore, it helps to limit bacterial contamination risks during the preservation.
The all-glass, UV treated door and shiny black perimeter gives BRERA displays a sophisticated look
and ensures maximum visibility of stored products. The LED-lights are custom designed to enhance
the meat appearance and to reflect the internal cover made of stainless steel AISI 304.
The displays are equipped with high-performance refrigeration systems, and low noise compressors.
A digital touch thermostat displays a constant view of temperature, relative humidity, and ventilation.
It is possible to choose the internal fitting between stainless steel tubes, hanging rods and stainless
steel perforated shelves. The display is supplied with a set of Himalayan salted plates to control the
level of humidity inside the display cabinet.

DA5/113

External dimensions (WxDxH) cm
Doors				nr
Refrigeration type
Max absorbed power **W
Refrigerated power ***		
W
Temperature*			°C
Relative humidity		
%
Gas
Defrosting system
Noise level of condensing unit
Input voltage
Climatic class

DA5/121

81x50x135/210
1
ventilated
930
246
0/+10
50-85
R134a
Automatic with pause
<43dba
1x230V/50Hz
4
MATURATION

Since 1952 Tarantella espresso machines have led innovative solutions in the coffee industry.
We have carefully chosen our models from quality, reliability and design.

CAFE & ESPRESSO

TEMOCO

Espresso models
V6 - Ottima and Next are our preferred machines.
We have some of the best references and satisfied users.
V6 2 Group Machine 		
E61 Pre-Infusion Group - Electronic Water Dosage
				
13 ltr boiler - 3,5 kW
				
2 Steamers with 1/4 Turn Knob System
				1 Hot Water Outlet
				Grey and Stainless Finish
				Size: 830x570x460mm WxDxH
V6 3 group machine 		
E61 Pre-Infusion Group - Electronic Water Dosage
				
18 ltr boiler - 4.6 kW
				
2 Steamers with 1/4 Turn Knob System
				1 Hot Water Outlet
				Grey and Stainless Finish
				Size: 1000x570x460mm WxDxH
Ottima 2 group 		
E61 Pre-Infusion Group - Electronic Water Dosage
				
11.5 ltr boiler - 2.6 kW
				
2 Steamers with 1/4 Turn Knob System
				1 Hot Water Outlet
				Black and Stainless Finish
				Size: 710x570x460mm WxDxH
Next 2 group 			
E61 Pre-Infusion Group - Electronic Water Dosage
				
11.5 ltr boiler - 2.6 kW
				
2 Steamers with 1/4 Turn Knob System
				1 Hot Water Outlet
				White and Stainless Finish
				Size: 710x570x460mm WxDxH

Mazzer Major Grinder with electronic set
dosage straight into the filter holder.
Bean container 1,8 kg Grinding blades 83 mm - 650 W
Size: 240x292x630mm WxDxH - remember to leave space to fill the beans.

CAFE & ESPRESSO

CAFE & ESPRESSO
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Concept stores

Cold storage

Restaurant with food shop? Deli with dining? Cheese and wine?
We have solutions to cater to you and your guests. Our years of experience with
cooling systems and displays, different cooking systems, and trends with open
kitchen combined with a friendly, mingling staff give you the upper hand in the
market.

Utilize your space - display your quality!

Smart cold storage, as a part of
the interior. Use the space under
stairs or other dead surfaces to
store and display!

Our experience and know-how will guide you
through all of the stages in the process, from
concept to final realization.

FUTURE INSPIRATION

COOLING DISPLAYS
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Open kitchen solutions should blend in with overall design and concept.
We can recommend partners for this who provide the necessary know-how! Together we can make your concept fullfilled.

Open solutions
«Last man out turns off the light» - No concept is complete without proper light visualizing your products and making that atmosphere where your
guests feel welcome and safe. The light plan should be made alongside the
first lay-out securing that everythings falls in place before opening day.

OPEN SOLUTIONS

ATMOSPHERE
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Food Safety Authorities Globally Recommend Stainless Steel Surfaces

ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS

Surfaces In Contact With Foodstuffs Must Be
Easy-to-Clean and Disinfect
Solid and Smooth at All Times
Non-Toxic and Non-Corrosive Materials Only

Our products and services are highly appreciated by designers and architects specialized in
hotel, restaurant and bar interiors.
Need assistance? We know who to recommend.

all logos are the property of Temoco as
All designs depicted are subject to change without forgoing warning

Our experience and know how makes us a natural liason between owner/architect - project management and end-user.
Our drawings contain all necessary technical information for a trouble free project with 3D visualization

DRAWINGS

WE BUILD IT!
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TEMOCO AS
Kongshavnveien 28 0193 Oslo
tel. +47 22111200
post@temoco.no
www.temoco.no

FlashBar®, reg. trademark Graphic
Design: Melbye/Wolfe/Larsen
Copyright © Temoco 2020

Our products and the environment:
All of our manufacturers satisfy current requirements for environmentally friendly manufacturing, packaging,
transportation. Everything is made for easy disassembly and recycling. Details of this on request.

WE BUILD IT

